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Hello Patrons!
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After the massive-sized issue twenty-two we
take a bit of a nostalgic look at a handful of old
GM notes in this issue. Four full pages of Swan
Song and Mirrorshades scans are accompanied
by an updated relationship map for Hong Lu and
a dossier for each of the Oddballs characters.
Court of Swords is, happily, pushing along on
the prep we did last month, but I suspect next
time around we’ll have a new character sheet
or two to show you, as well as some heavenly
GM prep. For now, take a trip back to 2015 with
me and see what my GM brain was up to!
Thank you so much for your support, and welcome to Issue 23 of the GM’s Notebook.
Adam Koebel
RollPlay GM
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FAR VERONA:

Hong Lu
Complications
No mission ever survives contact with the PCs.
This is as true now as it was in the halcyon days
of Greyhawk and Blackmoore. Players will always
find ways to complicate and expand on the original concept of any given mission. That’s especially
true when a game allows not only the GM but the
players themselves to bring in new NPCs. Several
games, including Burning Wheel, Mouse Guard and
Stars Without Number allow the players to explicitly lay out characters that they need to help them
accomplish their goals - then they can go to those
NPCs for help. What’s great about these systems,
whether as detailed as Circles or as simple as Connect, is that they help flesh out the world and give
the PCs a place in it. Instead of being weird outsider
hobo-types, they’re connected to friends, family, old

lovers and contacts throughout their setting. As a
GM, this sort of mechanism is perfect for expanding on the world and asking questions about the
players’ characters. I love having the players give
me new ways to complicate their lives and I love
fleshing out the very human world around them.
Mechanisms like this are my favourite.
In the most recent episodes of Far Verona, we’ve
seen a relatively small mission on a dangerou planet take on complexity and danger I didn’t exactly expect early on, and much of that has been because
of the entanglements of the player characters. I’ve
included her a new, updated map for the hostage
rescue mission currently occupying our crew. Like
any good relationship map, it’s growing by the day...
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3A Mission Chart Assassinated Future Husband

a false Re

CYGNUS WAGN
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the Bereaved Bride
Ameerah Vela

the Matriarch
Ameerah Vela

The Connect

PAJARI DOROTEA

PAJARI MIRABELLE

NOMIN
ADORJAN

the Murdered Groom
Seeker Pyxis

the Hired killer
Rakshasa Reticulum

the Patsy

ERICKSSON MOHAMMAD

VORONIN SUKHON

ABD AL-KAD

eticulum

NER MIRIAM

ted Serpens

NATOR
BARNES

Captain

DR STRAND

the Nosey Journalist
Investigator
AESOP HINES

local gang color

vice sector D boss

“BOSS” AUGUST HO

“PROXY PORTAL”

brash mercenary
old friend of Booker’s
RADOVAN

a loyal lieutenant
(and cyborg)
STEELJAW
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Type: Computer Geek
Age: 12
Gender: Boy
Iconic Item: Calculator Watch
Anchor: Grandma
Pride: “I’m the best gamer in school.”
Problem: Bullying
Drive: Peer pressure to fit in.

Skills:
Program 1
Tinker 1
Calculate 2
Investigate 3
Comprehend 3

Body: 1
Tech: 5
Heart: 1
Mind: 5
Type: Rocker
Age: 12
Gender: Boy
Iconic Item: Black Sabbath T-Shirt
Anchor: Older Brother
Pride: “People can rely on me”
Problem: “My parents are always fighting”
Drive: “I want to be somebody great”

Skills:
Force 3
Move 1
Tinker 3
Contact 3

Body: 5
Tech: 4
Heart: 2
Mind: 1
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Type: Hick
Age: 10
Gender: Girl
Iconic Item: Slingshot
Anchor: Grandma
Pride: A Green Thumb
Problem: “My brother vanished in the
woods!”
Drive: “There’s more to this world than
meets the eye”

Type: Popular Kid
Age: 13
Gender: Girl
Iconic Item: Zippo Lighter
Anchor: Older Brother
Pride: All the benefits of being popular
Problem: Addicted to being popular
Drive: “Life is so tedious, I need an
outlet!”

Skills:
Sneak 1
Move 3
Tinker 3
Investigate 1
Empathize 2

Body: 4
Tech: 3
Heart: 1
Mind: 2

Skills:
Tinker 1
Charm 2
Lead 3
Investigate 3
Comprehend 1

Body: 1
Tech: 3
Heart: 5
Mind: 5
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Selections from
the GM’s Notebook, a vintage
collection of
Swan Song and
Mirrorshades
pages
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As promised, I’ve scanned several pages of old notes ranging
from chaotic scribbles to some
fairly detailed mission outlines
for the first few arcs of Swan
Song and Mirrorshades. It surprises me a little, going back
to these notes, just how much detail I put in. Having moved mainly to using online documentation
methods (much of my prep is done

live on stream now) I look back
at these 8.5” x 11” pages of my
tiny scrawl and wonder where I
got the time and energy to do so
much handwriting. Then I remember
I used to have a full time job
that afforded me a lot of sitting around in meetings I didn’t
care to be a part of. One way or
another, I’m glad to be able to
share my notes with you.

The first page you’ll see is a
collection of miscellaneous notes
for what I think were two fairly close-together episodes of
Swan Song and Mirrorshades. A
lot of my current notebook looks
like these pages - out of context scribbling where I’m counting up or down on things, making
single word or short sentence
notes less to ever refer to them
and more just because the act of
writing can often cement a thing
in my head. The countdown on the

right side of the page labelled
“T-Minus” is how long before the
arrival of the Harridan’s Heart
in Andoni’s orbit, for example.
In this page I’m particularly
pleased by the “exposure to raw
drivespace is very very bad for
you” note and the “Ossuary = Werner Herzog” notes. I’ll do that
a lot when I’m thinking about an
NPC either for the first time or
as an effort to better cement my
idea of them. Pick a celebrity or
two and spin out from there.

The following page is notes for
what I can only think of as the
beginning of the rise of Rajani van Dorne. This is what would
become a sort of rescue mission
from a post-apocalyptic planet (I
laughed at my admonishment to myself to “Call on that Apocalypse

World shit” here). This prep is
pretty common sandbox style prep
for me - i’ll think of a handful of things that might happen,
let the PCs have their own run of
things and then interject as necessary to keep the pace going.
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Notes for Episode 16 take a dramatic and ridiculous turn as
we’re introduce to Lords Lara and
Lukas, a married couple of denim-clad, blue chicken owning Asan
“nobles” who I think I must have
styled after some kind of twisted Nashvillian fever-dream. In
red, we see another of my “NPCs

talking about the PCs in a vaguely threatening way while the
PCs are off-screen” fan service
cutscenes. I love them, they’re a
delight, and they’re such a fun
way to create tension for the audience. Sometimes I’m GMing for
my players, but I’m always GMing
for the fans.

The last page is all Mirrorshades, save for some scribbles
down at the bottom. Do not ask
me what the enormous pink KICKSTARTER note means (I think it
was a reminder to mention the
Blades in the Dark kickstarter, but I’ll be damned if I can
be sure, now.) I’ve given myself
leave to “focus on interpersonal
stuff” which, you know, would become a fundamental element of the

game, and to support that, I’ve
made a short list of NPCs to remind me who the key players are.
Key players like “Sean Finnegan
Grady, a racist-ass motherfucker” because of course he is, it’s
Shadowrun. Also interesting here
is Brando, a decker-slash-christmas tree. The Hotel Maginot makes
a first appearance in these notes,
though you can see my original
name was Mathematique.
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THIS PAGE IS MISSING
THEN WHY DON’T WE MISS IT NOW?
SO PLEASE IGNORE IT

